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Company overview

Globo is the biggest media group in South America, 
comprising open and cable TV stations, websites, radio 
network, newspapers, and magazines.

Editora Globo has 20 titles among magazines and newspapers, 
including O Globo newspaper, our most developed brand in 
terms of digital strategy
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O Globo is the largest newspaper in Brazil, with a daily circulation of 200 k copies and
more than 30 MM monthly visitors

Company overview01.

With almost 100 k digital only
subscribers, O Globo uses the leads 
generated by the website to drive 
almost the totality of its new sales. The 
potencial subscribers are reached
through diverse channels. 



O Globo currently has a dynamic paywall model, limiting the number of
free articles according to the reader's behavior. In addition, it also has
some content available only to subscribers. 

exclusiveDinamic
paywall



AgendaContent production02.

The most important group we need to retain in our
database, mainly through encouraging the use of
the product. 

Group that, despite the low engagement, has an
important representation in terms of pageviews, 
supporting us with digital advertising sales

Group of unpaid frequent readers on which we
focus our sales effort

• Heavy Users:

• Subscribers:

• Light Users:



AgendaContent production02.

• Heavy Users:

• Subscribers:

• Light Users:

Retention

Sales 

Advertising

Time spent

Sales attribution*

Pageviews

Objectives KPIs



AgendaContent production02.

Each article has a score based on its 
performance



Content production02.

Production Improvement

Letting go the subjects and formats
that don’t work, investing more time 
in articles with better results.

Greater understanding about what
content should be treated as 
exclusive to subscribers

New insights for better distribution
on and off our properties



Content production (Subscribers and Heavy Users on site)02.
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Sales process03.

Defining the journey of
contacts through

various channels to
convert new digital 

subscribers

Propensity to buy Different Approaches Sales Journey

The propensity to buy
model, where we define 
the limit of free articles

per user (accelerating the
hit in the paywall)

By understanding users' 
interests, apply different

sales strategies (discount, 
a theme or a product)

+

/

+



We use 73 variables of digital consumption
behavior and subscriber demographic profile to
define the propensity to buy of each unpaid reader. 
This is a daily process, which frees up more articles
for low propensity users and reduces the limit of
access for those most likely to buy. 

Propensity to buy

Sales process03.



Sales process03.

Different Approaches

In addition to understanding each reader propensity
to buy, we need to identify which approach would be
most appropriate, according to the users' interest. 

Information such as location, themes and products
of interest, and price sensitivity, are essential for a 
higher conversion rate. 



Sales process03.

Sales Journey

The hit on the paywall starts the sales actions
automatically in the digital channels. If they
don’t convert in the first 24 hours, we reach the
user through Call Center, where today we have
the best conversion rate
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Retention strategies04.

New sales

Sales in the last

6 months

48% of the

cancellations

Churn: 6,1%

Disengaged

Little use of the

product

39% of the

cancellations

Churn: 5,9%

Loyal

Heavy Users

13% of the

cancellations

Churn: 0,9%

30% 25% 45%

On the other hand, both news subscribers and disengaged users have an
important contribution to the total evasion we have in our database of subscribers. 

Most of the subscribers are concentrated in the loyal
group that fortunately has a very low churn rate. 



04.

In order to improve the quality of the sales, we have made some important decisions
such as the exclusion of some forms of payment (invoices and debit card of some 
banks) compensating them with an implementation of Paypal and Google Pay. 

Improve the quality of the sales

Retention strategies



04.

Improve the quality of the sale 

30%

Reviewing our onboard communication flow in 
order to ensure that our new subscriber fully
understands the benefits of the package he or
she acquired. 

40%

30%

Retention strategies



04.

Adopting another way of classifying the
subscriber base according to RFV (Recency, 
Frequency and Volume). With this technique we
can concentrate our efforts on the groups that
need it the most.

Actions to stimulate the usage 
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Retention strategies



04.

Personalization

Using Natural Language Process (NLP) to customize 
some parts of our site and newsletters according to
our users' interests.

The aim is both increasing the engagement of free
readers and digital subscribers

Retention strategies
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04.

Exclusive Content

Retention strategies (Churn rate)



Insights05.

1. Dividing the audience and digital content into groups, identifying specific
goals, is fundamental to guide the work of the Newsroom.

2. The dynamic paywall model seems to be an excellent option in the
development of sales, especially if accompanied by approaches suitable
to the interest of the public

3. The biggest offenders of the cancellation are the quality of the sale and
the lack of use of the subscription
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Silvio.albuquerque@oglobo.com.br
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